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Graduation's Controversy:
"In The Name of Religion"
Dean Cooney
Comments On
The Physical
Changes To-
The Law
School Campus
by Mitchell A. Jackman
For those individuals that did not get the opportunity to attend the law
school's commencement exercise at Loyola Marymount University in
June, it was a memorable and historical event. The law school was graced
by the appearance and participation of Justice Brennan of the U. S. Su-
preme Court. He is an eloquent and persuasive speaker. Prior to the be-
ginning of the ceremony, one could feel the excitement traveling amongst
the guests and the graduating class. After all, it isn't everyday that a U.S.
Supreme Court Justice speaks at a law school graduation. It was a day
of pride and jubilation. However, the occasion was marred by the pro-
test of anti-abortionists outside and above the university grounds.
It appears that Reverend R.L. Hymers, a fundamentalist pastor, led
500 members of his congregation in a prayer for the deaths of the Su-
preme Court Justices that have voted to uphold the ruling of Roe v. Wade,
410 U.S. 113 (1973) (the landmark decision legalizing the practice of abor-
tion). At the same time that Rev. Hymer led the Fundamental Baptist
Tabernacle in Los Angeles, a small plane hired by the church carried a
banner above the graduation ceremony that read, "Pray for death: Baby
killer Brennan. " Many of the guests of the law school were appalled, but
Justice Brennan seemed undisturbed by the interruption. The plane left
as fast as it had arrived and graduation continued on. Overall, commence-
ment was a monumental success due to Justice Brennan and all those who
participated.
In Rev. Hymer's quest for a pro-life court, he made reference to the
justices that have upheld Roe by stating, "Let their children be father-
less and their wives be widows ... if the justices do not repent or re-
tire, members of his congregation will pray that God take the lives of
these Hitler-like men from the face of the earth. " In response to Rev.
Hymer's comments, civil rights attorney Gloria Allred (a graduate of Loy-
ola Law School) conducted her own prayer protest praying for the long
life of all the Justices of the Supreme Court. She found the reverend's
prayer "both shocking and dangerous." The question that remains is
whether the Reverend's speech is truly dangerous to the lives of the
Justices.
The modem day standard for determining unprotected political speech
is found in the two part test announced in the case of Brandenburg v.
Ohio, 395 ·U.S. 444 (1969). The advocacy of certain speech may be
deemed outside the protection of the U.S. Constitution if: (1) the ad-
vocacy is "directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action' , ;
and (2) the advocacy is also' 'likely to incite or produce such action." Un-
fortunately, it is arguable that Rev. Hymer's prayer would falloutside the
sphere of constitutional protection. First, a prayer to God might not be
considered directed to inciting imminent lawless action because it does
(Continued on page 3)
Since the Burns Building opened
the HVAC system has left a great
deal to be desired. The process to
repair this has been long and de-
tailed-even steamy. Bluntly
stated, it never worked and a satis-
factory resolution with the original
contractors was never attained. Fi-
nally after many discussions the
school contracted with a mechani-
cal engineer to study, redesign and
oversee the needed corrections.
Now nearing completion this
$450,000 expense offers promise
of a temperate climate and disposi-
tions to match.
In conjunction with project
"HVAC" (heating, ventilation and
air conditioning), other law school
improvements include new carpet
for the second floor corridor and a
new floor covering for the elevator
lobby area. Other housekeeping
chores included painting student
offices in the Burns Building and
ordering new Student Lounge fur-
niture. Areas such as the Student
Lounge and the hallways will be-
painted after the HVAC work is
completed. All work should be
completed by September 12 in
time for the West Law Art Show
opening, a highly acclaimed show
previewed at the recent American,
Bar Association meeting in New
York City.
More changes for the 1986-87
school year involve additional stu-
dent parking, a state of the art Li-
(Continued on page 8)
Justice Brennan
Speaks To The
Graduating Class of 1986:
')\n Excerpt From Justice Brennan's Speech"
"Above all, remember that the
liberties and rights that make the
United States the envy of the
.world are your particular responsi-
bility to safeguard and protect.
And the lawyer's task will be the
more difficultif he loses sight of the
great struggle which may go on ob-
scured by the excitement of con-
vulsive change. Reluctant though
we as a people have been to see it,
ours may not really be an age of
science, as so many think, or of
technology or atomic energy, but
rather an age threatened to be
dominated by politics, and all too
often selfish Rower politics. Stated
bluntly. too manv of the nrofes-
sion, in the pursuit of treasure, ei-
ther forget or consciously ignore
that, in the face of political pres-
sures both at home and abroad, the
retention and development of our
freedom continues to be the su-
preme problem of our times.
That is why the primary mis-
sion of the profession must be to
preserve individual freedom-
freedom of thought and action- to
the fullest extent possible. Over
the centuries our freedom is
largely to be traced to lawyers at
the bar, lawyers on the bench, and
lawyers in the legislature. The
modernization of the law, its adap-
tation to the needs of our times
must be thought through in terms
of freedom if we are to get the
greatest good out of the potential-
ities of every individual. It is only
within recent years that we have
had occasion to think of freedom
outside the context of peace. Now
we have to consider freedom in
terms of cold war, preparation for
actual war, war itself, recovery
from war and the emergencies at-
tendant on war, and in a-world
which daily witnesses miracles of
science undreamed of a quarter of
a century ago. Even the Constitu-
tion must be restudied in terms of
these basic realities, with which we
apparently have to live for years to
come. The preservation of free-
dom is very obviously, I repeat,
the central problem of our law to-
(Continued on page 3)
Dean Frakt
Praises
Justice Brennan
Associate Justice WilliamJ. Brennan's visit to Loyola last spring which
culminated in his commencement address to the graduates, family and
friends of the class of 1986 was a memorable and significant moment in
this law school's modern history.
In his formal speech, Justice Brennan stressed the importance of public
service and commitment to the ideals of justice. Of course, this would
be expected from someone who has devoted his life to the public interest.
Yet, Justice Brennan recognized the difficulties of reconciling financial
considerations and concerns with pro-bono voluntary or under compen-
sated public service work. His ultimate point seemed to be one of ideal-
ism and pragmatism. In every career at law, opportunities will arise to
advance the interests of justice. And all of us should be alert to these op-
portunities and not ignore them because they may require some sacrifices
and commitments beyond the routine.
Tome, even more significant than his ceremonial activities was the way
Justice Brennan immersed himself with such gusto and obvious delight
in the life of the law school. He was genuinely interested in the work of
our faculty, spending many hours in discussing major legal issues, the ar-
ticles that faculty were writing, and particularly the faculty involvement
in public interest and service. Justice Brennan and his vivacious wife Mary
also expressed a keen interest and appreciation for every aspect of Loy-
ola, from the quality of the architecture and art work to the enthusiasm
and brightness of the students whom, they met.
It is with regard to the students that Justice Brennan's visit hadthe
greatest significance. The hour he spent exclusively with students
responding to questions obviously impressed Justice Brennan greatly.
He continually complimented me on the quality of our student body and
I have no doubt that his appraisal will help raise the level of positive recog-
nition of other judges and lawyers with whom the Justice communicates.
(Continued on page 5)
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From The
Editor'!i De§k
As ~his year's Editor-In-Chief of the Loyola Reporter, I extend my
greetmgs to the entire student body, faculty and administration of Loy-
ola. Law School. I trust that each and every one of you had an inter-
esting summer and I hope that it has been a relaxing one as well. How- .
ever, there is a lot of hard work ahead for all of us. By the same token,
the new year offers an opportunity for achievements, rewards, and many
~~morable experiences. These things can be accomplished by means of
diligence, professionalism and a positive attitude towards our law school
community. The key is communication and that is what the newspaper
is all about.
The Loyola Reporter begins its 10th year in publication with a new and
exciting approach. First, this year's newspaper is devoted to effective
communication among the entire law school. The Reporter shall act as
an aven~e.of dia!0gue among the students, student organizations, faculty
~nd ad~lmstratIon. ThIS includes talking and listening to one another un-
like pnor years. We must have conversation, not mere criticism. The
good must follow the bad. We must have stimuli and response to the is-
sues that e~ec.t all ofus. If not, the law school experience becomes simply
a passage m time,
Next, the Reporter offers new features to its format. We have added
an entertainment section covering movies, records, concerts, theatre
a~s.' and restaurants. Also, we have included a calendar of events per-
tanung to the campus. I ask that everyone take some time to read it
and, most importantly, contribute to it. Let us know what you have
planned for the upcoming months. If you are tired of the news, why not
try the new legal crossword puzzle. Or, you might find the section called
"Loyola in the Past" quite informative and interesting. This addition will
be printed in future issues and it will feature stories, articles and photo-
graphs from the law school's history. If you have an idea for our news-
paper, tell us and we will listen.
Last, the Reporter consists of a new and creative staff. Weare dedi-
cated to producing a publication that is worthy of respect from the legal
profession at large. Our goal is to earn achievement and recognition in
the American Bar Association's law school newspaper competition. I
urge everyone to contribute to our newspaper and to take pride in our
law school. We seek writers, commentators, cartoonists, and photo-
graphers. The Reporter is your newspaper. We want to reasonably ac-
commodate everyone. Weare listening to your needs and we welcome
your input and suggestions.
. If you wish to contact the newspaper, please leave a message by call-
mg (213) 736-1115 or place your communication through internal mail c/o
The Loyola Reporter. I look forward to your participation and an out-
standing year. Good luck everyone!
Mitchell A. Jackman
THE
STATE BAR
OF GALIFORNIA
S.B.A. NEWS
Hello Fellow Loyolans,
Just a short note to welcome
everyone and to distill a little bit of
information.
To the First Years and transfer
students, welcome to Loyola, and
to the returning students, wel-
come back.
Secondly, some information.
Look for the upcoming Blood
Drive; we need everyone's partic-
ipation to make it a success. (I as-
sure you that the checks you wrote
the school for parking were in no
way affiliated with this blood
drive.)
Soon, the SBA will be throwing
some parties in the park in addition
to sporting events such as volley-
ball, ultimate frisbee and maybe
even croquet. John Meyers,
Sports Chair, and Steve Kaplan,
Mr. Social, will be collaborating on
these events.
The SBA is considering sponsor-
ing a used book fair in the near fu-
ture so that you can buy and sell
texts and outlines-especially out-
lines. Your response to this idea
would be appreciated, so stop by
the SBA office and give us your
input.
Last, if you would like to get in-
volved, we are looking for students
to apply for positions with the SBA.
See you in the Park,
Skip Coomber
Day SBA President
DEADLINE FOR
THE NEXT ISSUE
IS MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 22, 1986
DON'T DELAY
I'R.\CnC,\1. TR.\I:\I:\(; or I..\W S'll'111.:\·IS
555 t"RA:-';KU:-'; STREET
SA:-I FRA:-ICISCO. CAI.IFOR:-';J..\ 94102
'TF.LErllO:-';'F. (415) 561·K:!25
NEWSRELEASE
Students
. Underst~nding the. Black Letter· law and "learning to think like a law er" are
Important skills taught .m law school. However, it may not be aJJ that you need !o 1 h
~ s~c~ess~ul career. Since 1970, the State Bar of California has conducted a Pra~~i~~l
rairung rogra~ f~r law students. With the Supreme Court enumeratin the reward
~UCha program in Its decision :in People v. Perez (1979) 24 Cal 3d 13~ th P ~ o~
s~~~~~nrof ~aw Students Program (PTLS) has emerged as a viabl~ supple~ent eto :~~tll~:'
racti earnmg process. !he PTLS program introduces students to most aspects of the
~ewar~: o~ft~:~ ::oS~~o;~f~s~~~n.students to experience the pressures, obligations, and
Under the ~upervi~ion of an attorney, a certified student may appear in court on
~ehaJf 0: the 1~lient .(with th~ .consent of th~ client and the court); take depositions or
n~~~~rateoronc~;:!Jfm fde;:,osltlfns;. appear In. arbit~ations or administrative hearings;
. fracti . 0 e c lent, give legal advice; and appear in minor criminal
m ractlo~s proceedings o~ behalf of the public prosecutors. The attorney who has a reed
to supe_rvlse the st~dent IS personally responsible for aJJ work the student performs
g
and
must witness or review the work as specified in the rules. '
. .S~nce the ~TL~ program's inception, thousands of certified students have made
signiflgant cont~lbutlons to the delivery of legal services in California as welJ as learned
~r~m ~he oPfef~atlOno~ government offices, private law firms, district attorneys and public
e en ers 0 Ices ana other legal organizations.
The PTLS program implements the Rules Governing the Practical T .
Students approved by the Supreme Court in 1979 and revised in 1983. raming of Law
first In orde; /0 qU~if~ for the program a student must have successfully completed the
ye':lr 0 aw sc ~o and have either successfully completed or be currentlv enrolled in
academl~ courses which provide training in (J) evidence and (2) civil procedure.
!0 b~come certified, an eligible student simply submits an Application for
Cer
1
tlf1catIOn to the Sta_te Bar of California with the prescribed fee of $30.00. The
app rcation process requires that forms be filled out by the student, the su er\'isin
atto:ne~, a~d th«: dean of ~he student's law school respectively. Once com I:tec. th~
appl!cafthl~nIS reViewed an~ If accurate, a Notice of Certification is sent to th: stud~nt in
care 0 IS or her supervlsmg attorney.
. If you would like additional information or an application packet, please contact
Keith Soressi, Committee Administrator at the S
Street, San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 561-8325. .tate Bar of California, 555 Franklin
•• I ,.
By Ward Wilson
DayS.B.A.
Greetings fellow students and
welcome to another year of study
at Loyola. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for mak-
ing me your Faculty Representa-
tive to the Day SBA.
Since these three years are
probably the most mportant to
your future in the legal profession,
your professors are naturally some
of the most important people in
your life, at least for the time
being.
My job as your Faculty Rep. will
be to represent you both to the
SBA and to the faculty and admini-
stration at their respective meet-
ings. I hope Iwill live up to your ex-
pectations. To help me in this dual
role, I am asking that if you have
any problems or suggestions which
you feel are not getting proper no-
tice, tell me and let me assist you.
Just leave a note in my box at the
SBA office and I will contact you.
I feel that many of the problems
that plague students stem from the
fact that they do not fully under-
stand why the powers that be do
the things they have done. There-
fore, I shall use my access to this
publication to keep you as up to
date as possible as to the reasons
why your life is being manipulated
as it is.
Again, I thank you for your sup-
port and ask that you convey to me
any problem you may have in which
Ican offer some help. Good luck
throughout the year.
To all Loyola Law students,
We would like to take this oppor-
tunity to welcome all first year stu-
dents and to welcome back all
returning upperclassmen.
For those of you that have in-
quired about the ABA's major
medical insurance program, we are
currently waiting for the arrival of
more applications. As soon as they
arrive, we will place them in the
campus cafeteria along with any
other ABA materials we receive.
If you have any questions
regarding the ABA/LSD and its
available services, please do not
hesitate to contact us via the
S.B.A. office.
Have a good year everyone!
Sharon Foster
ABA/LSD Rep. - Day SBA
Fran Blum
ABA/LSD Rep. - Night SBA
Classified
Ads
CARPOOL NEEDED!
Day Student in Melrose and
Cresent Height area will pay for
parking and gas in exchange for a
ride. Please call: Marilyn (213)
653-8698 or leave a message at
(213) 553-9211.
SEE SCHEDULE OF
ADVERTISING RATES
FOR PERSONAL
MESSAGES AND
CLASSIFIED ADS
ANNOUNCEMENT-PLEASE READ THIS!
Recently, Phi Alpha Delta hosted its first party of the new
year on Sunday, August 17, 1986. We thank everyone for com-
ing. Overall, it was a pleasurable and successful event. How-
ever, the occasion was tainted by the theft of our Chapter's ban-
ner by one or more of the guests in attendance. This banner
will be quite costly to replace and we appeal to the person(s)
who took it. Please return it and no questions will be asked.
You can remain anonymous by placing the Banner in an enve-
loped marked P .A.D. and placing the package in Internal Mail
located on the second floor of the Bums Building. We would
like to think that this appropriation was merely a joke and that
the person(s) involved would like to uphold their honesty and
integrity. Please, it is very important to all of us that this item
is returned as soon as possible. In the alternative, we seek in-
formation leading to its return. Again, no questions asked.
The officers and members of
Phi Alpha Delta, Ford Chapter
1986-87
The Loy-ola Rep-orter
Editor-In-Chief
Mitchell A. Jackman
Executive Editor
Ward Wilson
Associate Editors
Sharon Foster Michael Vetter
Entertainment Editor
T. A. Taylor
Staff
This newspaper is published every month by The Loyola
Reporter, under the auspices and financial support of the
Loyola Student Bar Association.
Un.si~ed editoria~s represent the majority opinion of the
E.~tonal Board. SIgned letters reflect the views of the in-
dIVIdualauthor.
Inquiries should be sent to:
The Loyola Reporter
Loyola Law School
1441 W. Olympic Blvd., No. 73
Los Angeles, CA 90015
(213) 736-1115
John Raleigh
Mike Vollmer
Diana Tani
Chris Kent
1986
LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL
Student Bar Association
Evening Division
To ALL LOYOLA LAw SCHOOL STUDENTSj
The • I. I -'I .
WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE
FAIL THE BAR?
Are you disconcerted by the fact that 55%·73% of all the candidates fail the Bar each
year, even though nearly everyone take. bar review? So are we. That's why the
BAR PREVIEW was developed.
One State Bar official commented that one of the most significant reasons for the .
disastrous decline in Bar passage rates Is the fact that, while the exams are constantly getting
tougher, methods for preparing for the Bar haven't progressed one Iota. We have put men on
the moon, split the atom .. yet students still prepare for the Bar much as Abraham Lincoln
would have over a century ago.
Is there anything you can do in addition to bar review to help you avoid being in that
55%·73% that fail each exam even th~ugh they took bar review?
WHAT IS THEBAR PREVIEW?
The B~R PREVIEW supplements (rather than replaces) your traditional bar review
courses. MOdem innovative techniques are aimed towards maximizing your potential when
you later take bar review, whichever bar review you take. The BAR PREVIEW offers such
unique features as:
• The. RSS Scale: All the issues on the Bar essays for the past decade reduced to 11, unique~=~ticaIscaIe~ that you can for the first time know just how to allot your precious study
• ~ Domino System of Memory: Both classical and modem proven memory techniques
which canhelp you easily performsuch feats as commit to memory virtuallyevery Issue
that's appeared on the Bar essays In modem history.
,. Charts, mneroonics and other memory devices to help you commit to memory staggering
amounts of data that you can retain and instantaneously recall far better than you used
to with traditional rote memorization. . \
• Hundreds of Multistate tricks and traps to help you lose your fear of the dreaded MBE.
• Vivid, clear, unforgettable examples are given (rather than boring, t~·to-understand legalese)
to help you master the typically tOU!ilareas forBar candidates, areas which are among the
most teRed on the Bllr, and whIChmost students neverseemto reallymaster -not aftet all
the years of law school, not after all the weeks of bar review. .
,"It was like taking the Bar 'q:JeI1 "It was uncanny how many of the "I passed the first time .. '.
book' ... like taking yoor notes issues on the Bar were those ~ I reccimmend the coorse to
Into the exam with ~, • had highly rated. It felt like being an_!.Q}ewho Is seri<wlS about
given an advance copy of the ex- passing the California Bar Exam, •
am before taking it!" '
I WANT TO WELCOME ALL FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS AND WELCOME BACK
ALL RETURNING STUDENTS! '
THIS YEAR HOLDS GREAT PROMISE FOR THE STUDENT BODY AND THE
SCHOOL AS AN INSTITUTION. THERE 'ARE SEVERAL MAJOR ISSUES WHICH WILL
BE ADDRESSED BY THE S,B.A. THIS YEAR,
WE WILL BE WORKING WITH THE FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION TO
IMPROVE OUR BAR PASSAGE RATE. THIS WILL INCLUDE EXAMINING THE-CURRI-
CULUM AS WELL AS THE EFFECT OF THE GRADING POLICY. THE S,B,A, WILL
HOLD A FUND RAISING RAFFLE TO BENEFIT THE EVENING STUDENT SCHOLAR-
SHIP FUND, AND WILL BE PROVIDING INFORMATIVE SPEAKERS FROM THE LEGAL
COMMUNITY. THERE ARE ALSO ISSUES OF THE LAw SCHOOL'S DUTY TO THE
COMMUNITY) THE PARKING PROBLEM, FUTURE, PLANS FOR THE STUDENT UNION
BUILDING, AND MANY OTHERS~
THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION'S MAIN fUNCTION IS TO ADDRESS
STUDENT CONCERNS. FOR THIS REASON, THE S,B.A. OFFICE WILL BE STAFFED
FROM 5:00 P,M, UNTIL ~:45 P,M.) MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY: I ENCOURAGE
ALL STUDENTS TO BECOME INVOLVED 'IN THE SCHOOLS IMPROVEMENT BY
EXPRESSING YOUR IDEAS AND CONCERNS THROUGH YOUR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
AND THE S,B.A,
ON BEHALF OF THE EVENING DIVISION OF THE STUDEUT BAR
,ASSOCIATION, I WISH YOU SUCCESS IN YOUR ENDEAVORS THIS YEAR!
SINCERELY,
JPT :SDW
~p.~
JAMES p, THOMPSON
, PRESIDENT '
1441West OlympJ(Blvd. - Los AngElEs:CalltoNlla 9001S~TEH;phcmE'2B 736- r008
EXPRESSION
COMMUNICATION
THE LOYOLA REPORTER
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
For those attending the live lectures, if, after the 1st morning
session, you don't feel what BAR PREVIEWhas to offer can
, help you, your tuition will be refunded
(minus the $50 non-refundable registration fee).
All cia ... are taught by a California attorney, National DeaD~' Scholar aDdmemory apert.
For those unable to attend the live lectures.
cassette tapes ate available se'patate~ ..
. The BAR PREVIEW has been des\gnedto last ~j~s, so as to take.as \\\t\e\\TOe as
possu;fe away rrorn your stuaytng, Ancrtfle 6'AK PKEV ·tits In pertecny wnn your tiar
review course, since most bar reviews make available to you tapes of any lecture you might
miss. For a free brochure deScribing the BAR PREVIEW prqgram,
including more wildly enthusiastic comments by students, callClasses held in :
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Anaheim
(213) 202-4396 (213} 854-5339
..~.
.. sure to asle about our Earlyblrcl Discountll
CONTROVERSY
Continued from page 1
not call upon any particular individual to perform an illegal act. Putting
aside the issues of religion and the state, prayer is not unlawful. On the
other hand, it is possible that this kind of speech is likely to encourage
some mentally illperson into committing a violent or life threatening act.
An example is the individual that feels compelled to bomb abortion clinics
because he or she believes they are performing a good deed for God ..
However, it still seems unlikely that Rev. Hymer's comments would es-
cape constitutional protection under the Brandenburg analysis.
Some individuals argue that Rev. Hymer's actions and comments might
still be deemed inappropriate. Ms. Allred has stated that "to call for the
death of the Justices of the highest court in our land can only encourage
terrorists, murderers and fanatics and may lead to a 'Jonestown mental-
ity' in which death becomes an accepted ritual. . : If the lives of our Su-
preme Court Justices are at risk, then so is our justice system itself, and
the American way of-life. " Bob Emmers of the Orange County Regis-
ter had this comment, "What a wonderful idea! A prayer for God to get
rid of somebody you disagree with or don't particularly like. How Chris-
tian can you get? Just think. Suppose you're having a disagreement with
your neighbor ... You don't wantto go to the expense of a lawsuit. What
to do? You simply get down on your knees, talk to your Maker and ask
him to perform a small theological removal service for you. , .' Obvi-
ously, not many people will take Rev. Hymer seriously. Let us all hope
a few fanatics don't get the idea and succeed.
The irony of the whole situation is that justice Brennan has long been
an outspoken supporter of the right to free speech. For over thirty years,
he has been one of the most avid defenders of civilrights. The same rights
that allow Rev. Hymer to conduct his tasteless prayers. In his address
to the graduating class of 1986, Justice Brennan had these words to say,
"Remember that the liberties and rights that make the United States the
envy of the world are your particular responsibility to safeguard and
protect. Too many of the profession, in pursuit of treasure: either for-
-get or consciously ignore that the retention and development of our free-
dom continues to be the supreme problem of our times. That is why the
primary mission of the profession must be to preserve individual
freedom-of thought and action-to the fullest extent. "
I too hope that Justice Brennan, a man of great dignity and wisdom,
lives a fulland happy life. Loyola Law School thanks him for his generous
and thoughtful participation in our graduation ceremony. I only wish that
he would return again next year and share some of his thoughts with the
graduating class of 1987.
Brennan's Speech
Continued from page 1
day and around it the separate
study of individual subject in the
law must necessarily revolve.
So young men and women-on
the threshold of becoming
lawyers-never lose conscious-
ness of the sacred aspects of your
profession. You will not be working
with implements of the mechanic,
the formulas of the scientists nor
the tools of the artist. You will be
working for the protection and as-
sertion of the God-given and Con-
stitutionally guaranteed, inherent
rights of' 'life, liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness" of human be-
.ings. You will be dealing with the
vital affairs that affect the whole
pattern of human relationships un-
der a government that derives its
just powers from the consent' of
the governed.
You will assume your rightful
place in the matter of service to the
individual, among the men of the
church and the physicians, who will
be concerned with theindividual's
spiritual welfare and physical well-
being. You will be concerned with
the things that may be as important
to a person as either-a person's
life, liberty, rights, estate and'
beneficiaries. To this important
task you can do no less, in good
conscience, but to pledge your
time, your talents and your
honor. "
Justice Brennan
'Commencement 1986
CAREER PLANNING
AND
PLACEMEM_T CENTER
As we all settle into the rigors of
a new semester, the Career Plan-
ning & Placement Center would
like to welcome first-year and
transfer students to the Law
School. And to those students who
are returning after a summer of
work or (if you were lucky) play,
welcome back.
During the summer, the Center
offered full services, worked to ex-
pand the resources we provide to
all students, and prepared for Fall
On-Campus Interviews. An in"
dexed articles library is now avail-
able and includes topics ranging
from the bar exam to interviewing
skills to new associates. Our new
lending library will be operational
shortly. The books we've col-
lected include source books, such
as the Lawyer's Registry by SPecial-
ties and Fields of Law, a state list-
ing of firms which specialize in var-
ious types of law practice, and the
Directory of Corporate Coun-
sel. "How-to" books on career
planning and development are also
available, such as How to Start and
Build a Law Practice.
Of course, employers continue
to list law clerk and attorney posi-
tions with the Center. Student (law
clerk) and attorney books are in-
dexed by firm practice, ~part-
time/full-time and geographic loca- -
tion. These books are also availa-
ble upon request at the Library cir-
culationdesk. Additional job books
in the Center are filed according to
employer (federal government,
public interest, etc.) Listings on
legally-related and non-legal posi-
tions are available, as well. Jobs are
filed chronologically in binders and
are updated regularly.
As always, professional counsel-
ing is available on an individual ba-
sis for discussing job search
strategy, resume/interviewing
preparation and career informa-
tion. Workshops are provided and
services are available for entering
students during the spring semes-
ter of their first year (second year
for evening students), and for ad-
vanced students year round.
The Center's staff and re-
sources are available to students
and graduates throughout their law
school and professional careers.
Come in and see us.
Carol Ross-Burnett, Director
Kristin Flied, Assoc. Director
Nancy Montoya,
Placement Assistant
Wanda Arnaud,
Placement Assistant
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Evening Division
Arouesty, Raymond
Ashton, Angela
Auerbach, Lee
Baker, Nigel
Bakhshian, Varoujan
Battey, judith
Blitstien, Lori
Bowen, Robert
'Brock, Anthony
Carter, Harvey
Chao, Arlene
Chavez, Paula
Christensen, Susan
Cohen, Felise
Core, Michael
Crowley, Carol
Daly, Diane
Debbaa-Waffer, Carla
Detweiller, Tania
Driscoll, Steven
Espinosa, Richard
. Essey, David
Faunce, Candace
Fisher, Naomi
FitzGerald, Mark
Ford, Susan
Games, Alene
Gibson, Colin
Goldenberg, Susan
Golding, Jonathan
Gonzales, Julie
Gordon, Barry
Green, Douglas
Gundy, Howard
Heckmann, Ross
Herrington, Theresa
Herz, Jeffrey
Hillman, Linda
Hubbard, Sherri
Hyde, Donna
Ing, Samuel
Inoue, Bryan
Jackson, James
James, Robin
_Joachim, Lindsay
Johnston, Kimberly
Kalpakian, Stephen
Kay, Barbara
Kirk, Charles
Kirsh, Pamela
Kolkey, Peggy
Lane, Cheryl
Wohrle, Iospeh
Zweiback, Charles
Liner, Scott
Lower, Karen
Lynch, James
Mack, Jennifer
-Manzo, Sonia
Mason-Thurmer, Alma
Mastan, David
Masters, Leslie
McGovern, Francis
Mecklenburg, Elizabeth
Michelena, Mary
Miille, Christine
Miller, John
Molligan, Rene
Monachino, Mark
Mori, Connie
Motzkin, Richard
Naylor, Karen
Neal, Glen
O'Sullivan, Daniel
Palladino, Karen
Poehls, Susan
Pollak, Howard
Puskar, Anne
Richardson, Lyne
Ritter, Christopher
Rodriguez, Patrick
Rosen, Beverly
Rosenblatt, Simone
Rosenfeld, Gary
Rubin, Julie
Saadeh, Nicole
Sacks,Janet
Schilz, Marilyn
Schroeder, Lynne
Schwarz, Deborah
Shuff, Sheldon
Silva, Christopher
Silverstein, James
Simpson, Marit
Skvarna, Victor
Smolin, Melinda
Stancill Scott, Christine
Synn, Patricia
Teel, Holly
Tenner, Michael
Turkat, Jennifer
Tzinberg, Alan
Wagner, Craig
Walton, Catherine
Weintre, James
Weissmuller, Ingrid
Weins, Donna
Langston, Cassandra
Lee, Linda
Leff, Holly
Loob, Susan
LoDuca, Paul
Ma, Frances
Marini, Billie
Marks, Scott
Marr, Molly
Mason, Terry
McCool, Maureen
Milich, Edward
Model, Randy
Nakagiri, Neal
Naramore, Robyn
Newman, Sheila
Nicholson, Valarie
Olofson, Eric
Paschen, Gregory
Passwaters, Tracey
- Phillips, David
Pilecki, David
Porter, James
Rajaratnam, Arjun
Randolph, Kevin
Riso, Salvatore
Robinson, Sharon
Roofian, Michael
Rouleau, Mark
Sagan, Erica
Sander, Jacob
Schafer, Maura
Seid, Georgia
Simpson, Andrew
Skowronek, Thomas
- Soo Hoo, Bentley
Spackman, Paul
St. penis, Michael
Swarth, Peter
Tompkins, Dwight
Valentine, James
Van Meter, Jean
Verdin, Jesus
Vitacolonna, Alison
Weingarten, Daniel
White, John
Wood, Cynthia
Wood, Mary
Yosslowita, Jeffrey
Aldisert, Robert
Allan, Aaron
Anderson; Paul
Azghandi, Julie
Bates, James
Biller, Dimitrios
Bodiford, Peter
Bouck, Julie
Bradley, Michael
Brody, Ronda
Calandra, Vincent
Chamberlain, Craig
Ghristiansen, Sharilyn
Cicino, Helen
Combs, Beth
Copeland, Gregory
Cottle, Robert
Daley, Marcia .
Dalton, Matthew
Dargan, Daniel
Eger, Mary
Einbund, Terri
Fell, Michael
Fields, Kenneth
Fields, Lori
Foley, Keri
Garlinghouse, David
Goldberg, Debra
Goldman, Karen
Gonzales, Paula
Grover, Diane
Hartigan, Timothy
Heisz, Kenneth
Hensley, Mark
Hirschberg, leslie
Hogroian, Vahan
Hoye, Walter
Ito, Roger
Ianner, Leonard
Kawano, Tracy
Keller, Donna
Keller, Jeffrey
Kelly, Deirdre
Kennedy, Sean
Koury, Joel
Lachman, Nicole
Landis, Charlaine
LaBrucherie, John
Lee, Debbie
Leonard, David
Lesser, David
Lew, Shirley
LeNay, Lisa
Section II
Ahn, Karla
Beaumont, Madeleine
Besnyl, Timothy
Bourgeois, Denise
Buchet, Michael
Cancilla, Braden
Caretta, Annernarie
Caudry, Mary
Chasman, Marc
Cho, Michael
Cody, Mamie
Collins, Tracy
Croutch, Todd
Davila, Lisa
Devlin, Mary
DeAnda, Yvonne
DiLullo, Cynthia
Faye, Frank
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth
Franklin, Kenneth
Franklin-Popham, Laurie
Ganz, Bradley
Germain, Daniel·
Gigliotti, Michelle
Gordon, Lisa
Gottlieb, David
Greenslade, Joseph
Gunther, Cunthia
-Gunther, Victoria
Haffner, Matthew
Hamwi, Susan
Hendricks, Terence
Higgins, Melissa
Holt, Amy
Holzinger, Brenda
Hom, Randolph
Hulse, Sharon
Johnson, Stephen
Kahane, Tammy
Karbelnig, Steven
Kassouni, Timothy
Kerr, Cahterine
Krauss, Sharon
Lamoureaux, Annette
Landis, Donald
Lapple, Kirk
- Lauer, Ari
Lawler, Gregory
Legge, Laura
Day Division
~ Se.ction I
BAR REVIEW
-SUCCESSFUL LAW STUDENTS ONLY 'NEED APPLY
Dear First Year Students:
Welcome to law school. We at BAR/BRI Bar Review would like to take this opportunity towish you the best of luck throughout your law
school career. ~
As you will come to realize very soon, your final class standing, opportunity to participate in your school's law Review, and a range of
career opportunities in an increasingly competitive job market (starting with a summer job after your first year) are largely determined
by your first year grades;. -
BAR/BRI, the national leader for almostthree decades in preparing students to pass the California bar examination, can help you max-
imize your first year law school effort and performance. --
The following are some of the ways we can help you when you enroll early in the BAR/BRI course:
1. Free,use of BAR/BRI's nationally acclaimed California outlines for the subjects you will be taking in law school, instead of purchas-
ing commercial outlines; -
2. Free first year review lectures for midterms and finals; and
3. A full time attorney staff to assist you in individualizing a manageable study plan for school.
If you would like to obtain further information about our program, please do not hesitate to call or drop by our office at your convenience.
Sincerely,
Daniel J. DeSario, Esq.
Regional Director, California
THE RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!
JOIN OVER 1/4 OF A MILUON ATTORNEY AWMNIIN 50 STATES.
BARIBRI FIRST YEAR STUDENTS HAVE CONSISTENTLY OUTPERFORMED THEIR CLASSMATES.
11801 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064.
(213) 477-2542
352 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 441-5600
1407 First Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 2.36-0623 '
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AR STUDENTS" DEA~nue~!!~KT
Lerandeau, Paul
Lewi, Christopher
Logie, Anne
Marino, Laurie
Martineau, Dennis
Maxwell, John
Mordichian, Ani
Milner, Mary
Mintz, Jonathan
Morton, Robert
Munoz, Anthony
Muramatsu, Hisako
Murphy, Thomas
Nahmi, Leonard
Nairin, Brian
Norris, Robert
O'Gorman, Barrett
O'Neill, Sean
Omens, Adryane
Oria, Claire
Plessala, Brian
Plowden, Geoffrey Roger
Poris, Jil
Pressman, Stewart
Rosenfield, Beth
Roth, William
Sagheb, Sohaila
Salisbury, Don
Samarin, Paul
Sato, Ann
Sevier, Robert
Shanahan, Ned
Sheff, Neil
Siaw, Carolene
Siegismund, Catherine
Simon, Jeffery
Solum, Lorraine
Spector, Michael
Stickels, Carol
Strum, Jessica
Swartz, Jeffrey
Szkaradek, Michael
Terris, Sharon
Tremblay, Peter
Trudell, Kathleen
Waltzman, Steven
Ware, Thomas
Wehrmeister, Elizabeth
White, Sergio
Williams, Loretta
Wohn Kathleen
Yong, Tom
Young, Joseph
Section III
Abundis, Denise
Altieri, John
Amin-Akef, Collette
Balekjian, Arpie
Barbe, David
Beausang, Christopher
Beckloff, Mitchell
Bekhor, Carolyn
Benston, Kelli
Berke, Sharon
Berkowitz, Ellen
Burns, Sally
Cartwright, Robert
Casey, Justine
Cebeci, Rabia
Cohen, Susanne
Crum, Stephen
Cucci, Debra
Dager, Miguel
DeMeter, Ruthann
DiPinto, Larry
Ecoff, Lawrence
Egan, Patrica
Fitts, Michael
Frank, Douglas
Gediman, Edwiges
Gelfand, Mitchell
Goldberg, Daniel
Goodreau, Jamie
Gore, Barry
Harris, Jennifer
Harvey, James
Hawthorne, Andrew
Hicks, Paul
Hidley, Ondrea
Hilliard, Terri
Hosokawa, Joanne
Iarnpel, Alexander
Ierian, Nancy
Hones, Karen
Judge, Sean
Kahn, Felicia
Kaufman, Richard
Kent, Robert
Klepa, Robert
Kuhn, Susan
LaLonde, Lori
Lee, Annette
Leung, Jeffery
Levy, Dorit
Lossada, Carlos
Low, Glenda
Lowry, Tracey
Majarian, Sahag
Mannis, Todd
Mask, Eleanor
McCarthy, Robert
McCracken, Kelly
Melvold, Cheryl
Michael, Vickie
Miller, John
Mootchnik, Marc
Morrison, Andrew
New, Lee
O'Rourke, Paul
Ostiller, Patricia
Overing, Michael
Palma, Arnulfo
Pergament, Adam
Powers, Michael
Pratt, Chad
Queen, Henry .
Rabbani, Adrian
Rothman, Anthony
Rowatt, Susan
Robanowitz, Daniel
Shapiro, Diane
Shreeves, Linda
Simantob, Lisa
Slone, Charles
Smits, Andrew
Spira, Susan
Stanley, Daniel
Stewart, Valentina
Taback, Marci
Tarr, Jeffery
,Tisi, Steven
Toll, Patricia
Torreano, Marlena
Walluck, Jon
Wayne, Maria
Weinberg, Lawrence
Winicki, Norine
Winkler, Victoria
Yamin, Nazila
Yocis, Paul'
Zanghi, John
I have met and worked with many judges, governmental officials and
politicians over the years, but I have rarely met anyone whose interest
in the work of others and whose affection for his fellow human beings is
so sincere and consistent. Whether he was discussing baseball, the law,
or public affairs, Justice Brennan maintained a tone and attitude that was
genuinely warm and enthusiastic. I am sure that all of the students, faculty,
and alumni who met the Brennans felt the same attractiveness of their
spirit, whether or not they agreed with all oflustice Brennan's opinions.
I suppose that no discussion of the Justice's visit would be complete
without mentioning the controversy that inevitably surrounds him in his
public appearances. Of course, a number of individuals feel very strongly
about some of the decisions whichJustice Brennan has participated in over
his thirty years in the Supreme Court. Although political labels are never
completely accurate in assessing judicial posture, Justice Brennan has
demonstrated far more concern for individual rights and liberties than for
the perquisites of the state. He has been a consistent defender ofminority
rights against the potential oppression of the majority. And certainly in
the area of church-state relations, he has generally favored neutral prin-
ciples and separation of church and state. And lastly, his concurrence in
the decisions affirming the preeminence of privacy rights of women in the
areas of family planning and the termination of pregnancies continues to
deeply trouble and offend many sincere and committed individuals.
I am proud of the fact that this university and this law school commu-
nity recognized the importance of the university as a forum for ideas and
debate.
I am thankful that most of those who registered their disagreement and
disapproval of Iustice Brennan's positions did so in a manner that is ap-
propriate and fitting in a country of laws. Certainly Justice Brennan would
be among the first to recognize jheir rights to dissent. It is unfortunate
that a few chose to demonstrate their dissent in an extreme fashion. It
is even more unfortunate thalsomeone who represents a lunatic fringe
such as the individual who hired an airplane to buzz our graduation with
a disgusting banner, should receive attention far out of proportion to his
influence and importance. But that is the nature of a free society, and al-
though I am sure that these incidents are hurtful, Justice Brennan appears
to accept them with resignation and a sense of humor.
Dean Arthur Frakt
COMMUNICATE!
'~OIN THE REPORTER"
MEMORY MAGIC
FOR LAW STUDENTS
•LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL
MEMO TO: All Students
FROM: Stephanie Tairisky
SUBJECT: Counseling
DATE: August 26. 1986
How drastically would your grades improve if you could quickly and effortlessly, and with
instantaneous and flawless recall, perform the feats listed below?Loyola operates an on-campus counseling program for both day
and evening students. through which you can participate in up
to six confidential counseling sessions per semester. free of
charge: If you prefer to seek services off-campus. I will gladly
suggest a number of referrals to low-fee counseling clinics
or private practitioners.
The BAR PREVIEW organization. pioneer in mod-
em methods of legal instruction. presents a unique
course geared to law students at all stages of their law
studies - MEMORY MAGIC FOR LAW STUDENTS.
Graduates of MEMORY MAGIC find tremendous
expansion of their ability to classify, commit to memory,
retain, and instantaneously recall huge, staggering
amounts of information. far beyond anything they were
ever able to do using traditional rote memorization.
Innovative, yd easy-to ..use, ml'll1ory systems such as the
DOMINO SYSTEM. encoding and decoding with
MNEMOTECHNIQUE, the awesome PEGBOARD
SYSTEM OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL are partic-
ularly adapted to the needs of law students. who
continually must do battle with hundreds and hundreds
of concepts and ideas, cases, statutes, rules, exceptions to
rules, exceptions to exceptions to rules.
All classes are taught by a California attorney,
National Dean's Scholar, and memory expert
During the '85-'86 academic year. students' problems fell into
the following categories:
1) Anxiety/Stress (school related. generalized. exam
related)
2) Relationship Issues
3) Depression/Lack of Motivation
4) Family Problems
5) Substance ~buse
Students seeking services were equally distributed throughout
first. second and third years; two-thirds were day and one-
third were evening students. Most students were seen individually
and a few were seen with partners.
As you already know. the law school enVlronment is extremely
competitive and stressful. In an individual and confidential
setting. students have the opportunity to share feelings. reframe
issues. and work toward solving problems that may initially
feel overwhelming and hopeless.
If you want to arrange an appointment. please call me at x1122.
If I am unable to take your call. your message will be recorded.
To ensure confidentiality. I have sole access to the answering
machine.
As a graduate of MEMORY MAGIC, you'll develop
the ability to:
I. Remember every single case covered during the
Mmftter- the case name, the' filet situation, the outcome,
the proposition of law each case stands for, and its
relation to eVl'ry other case in that subject area;
2. Rrmember in checklist form every single issue
that's likely to be on your final exam (You may nev~r
miss an issue again!);
3. Remember every single statute covered during
the semester - the actual statute number, if desired, the
meaning and effect of each statute, crosyreferenced toall
tht.·caSt.~~studil'd durin~ thl' ~l'ml'sh.'rthat illustrah' thl'
effect of each statute;
4. K~p a "mental pegboard" filing system in your
I am planning a Significant Other support group this semester.
If you are in a relationship. please pass this information on .
to your partner and ask that s/he call me to express interest.
Good luck to all of you!
mind into which you can fill' away an almost infinite
amount of information in a spotlessly organized manner
- all of the information retained as long as you desire- all
of the information subject to instantaneous recall
whenever you need it;
5. Create mnemonics, charts and other memory
devices applicable 10 virtually any tough subject matter
yuu want to master - you'Il loam how to organize and
classify huge amOrints of information into easily
managed chunks:
6. Easily memorize (in order, if desired) every
single- concept, "very single issue. every singlr case.
every single statute covered Juring thv semester. Recall
them backwards and forwards, from the middle going in
either direction, t.'tr.
7. Retain this almost infinite amount of information
as long as you desire - and then insuntaneously and
flawlessly recall the information at any time. . most
importantly, during exam conditions.
"Y"ur tldttalltaXl' 1Il't'r (""'.'1""1' d<>.· in tilt' fin!'!' ;~ !'II
l1T1l'nl'/1t'/m;IIg tlwl it rcally fct'l~ lib' clr('nfitlg."
"II'~ lik'l' 11cj"S "'1' ""'.'1 emf in flfl' cia....;alloU'('1I 10 br;".~
.IIolir notv» ri.~'" ;Illo '"l' ('.ram witl, _IIou."
MEMORY MAGIC will not only change your entire
outlook on studying at law school but it will giVl' you .m
absulukly monstrous 'lltvantclgt' whpn it coml'S timl' to
tackll' thl' incfl'dibk amount of rTMIl'rial to bl' sludil'd for
Ihl' Califor_nia Bar.
"" thl' wizordry uf MEMORY MAGIC is pn'sl'nh'd
in an t>ntl'rtaining full-day format. Materials arl' indudl'd
with your tuition of$145. For datt'S and locations. call tht.'
BAR PREVIEW 01 (21 J) 202·43%
(213) H54-5339.
, '.~.!.' ,." '..
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"Movies, Concerts, Records, Re
You grip the edge of your seat!
You take a deep breath and hold it
for a moment or two! You wipe the
perspiration from your forehead!
You squirm and adjust your posi-
tion! You cringe! Is it another law
school final? No, it's the new
smash hit motion picture
" Aliens." If you really like sus-
pense and you love non-stop action
packed into a 21f2hour movie, this
is the one to see if you haven't al-
ready.
"Aliens" is the sequel to the
1979 blockbuster thriller" Alien. "
James Cameron, creater of the
1984 sleeper hit, "Terminator!'
has directed a sequel, starring
Sigourney Weaver, that far sur-
passes the original motion picture
in all respects. The acting and cast-
ing is superb. The special effects
are not to be matched in realism
and the ability to scare your socks
off. The storyline keeps you cons-
tantly intrigued and literally on the
edge of your seat. I personally
spent very little time actually mak-
ing contact with my seat in the the-
atre. But, it's not just the typical
blood and gore found in other sci-
ence fiction thrillers. It's much
more.
In "Alien," Sigourney Weaver
starred as Warrant Officer Ripley
of the spaceship Nostromo. The
original picture portrayed Wea-
ver's encounter with a single
deadly extraterrestrial. In the end,
Twentieth Century Fox Presents
'~LIENS"
Weaver was the only survivor of a
gruesome and intense battle
against this deep space killing ma-
chine. "Alien" only dealt with one
creature hatched from a nest of
alien eggs utilizing a crew mem-
ber of the Nostromo as a human in-
cubator. The crew of the Nos-
tromo discovered the alien on a
distant and deserted plant after
receiving a deep space distress
call.
Weaver in hyper-sleep after float-
ing in space for 56 years. While she
lay in deep 'slumber, a greedy cor-
poration back on earth colonized
the deep -dark planet where the
alien nest remains, unbeknownst
to them. In this film, it's all out war
against an entire and never ending
army of alien creatures. When the
U.S. ColonialMarines arrive, they
find only a small child alive, played
by Carrie Henn. By the time the
Marines realize they have under-
estimated the strength of the alien
army, the task of leaving the
planet's surface becomes a strug-
gle for survival.
Weaver's performance is
remarkably different to her role in
the first motion picture. In the se-
quel, we see her tender and caring
side as she befriends and mothers
the little girl, Ne'wt. At the same
time, we see a sci red but hardened
woman that takes charge of the sit-
uation when all: seems hope-
Photos Courtesy of 20th Century Fox
'. '
less. The interplay between
Weaver and the buffoon like
Colonial Marines adds some com-
ical relief to the storyline.
Although "Aliens" has its share
of horrifying and blood curdling
scenes, I found the film to be much
less graphic than its predecessor.
Realism is enhanced by the use of
weaponry that exists today modi-
fied with some cosmetic changes
that adds a futuristic touch. Ac-
cording to the producer, Gale Anne
Hurd, "The creature effects ...
are certainly among the most chal-
lenging and ambitious ever con-
ceived." Best of all, in this picture
the audience gets a chance to fi-
nally meet the' 'mother alien" and
the confrontation between it and
Weaver is a classic scene to be re-
membered for a long time to come.
If you are faint hearted, this may
not be the movie for you. But, if
you enjoy good science fiction
thrillers, this movie is the one. And
by the way, if you would rather
wait for the videotape to be
released, inside sources tell me the
movie had to have 1/2 hour cut to
make room for the transition be-
tween the original film and this se-
quel. The videotape will probably
consist of 3 hours of nonstop ex-
citement. All I can say is WOW!
M. Jackman
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staurants, Books, Drama, Etc:'
CONCERT
REVIEWS
Stan Ridgway: The Thinking Person's Ethel Merman
If you've ever wondered what to wear to a Stan Ridgway concert-
wonder n? more. That old black magic still works for this ex-Wall ofVoo-
doolead singer. Do not make the mistake of wearing anything lighter. than
dark gray ~oone of these shows or you may be mistaken for one of Stan's
back up smgers "The Women From Atlantis." These women were
dressed like Shakespearean nymphs on psychedelics.
If you're not quite sure who I'm talking about, the man's fullname is
Stanard.(one D) Ridgway. His original band, Wall of Voodoo , while pop-
ular dunng the ~eyday of L.A. 's "punk" era ofthe late 70's/early 80's
was never classified as punk due to the slower pace of their songs than
the average punk band and the talk/sing voice of Ridgway.
For those who still don't know who Stan is, he is probably best known
to the general public as the face emerging from a pan of beans in the video
forMexican Radio.
However, back to Stan's voice. His out-of-the-side-of-mouth talk-
ing/singing sounds not unlike Ethel Merman singing "There's no busi-
n~ss like show businesss." Only Ms. Merman didn't sneer quite so ob-
viously as Stan seems to delight in doing. .
D~ring the. two hour, four enco:e concert at the Palace on Aug. 1,
Stan s stage 1ffiage.ranged from boisterous child to cheap Vegas lounge
e.ntertamer-a la BillMurray. Always, always, tongue in cheek. The en-
tire show poked fun at Stan's new found freedom as a solo artist.
All the fun poking, however, didn't hide the fact that Ridgway is one
of the foremost storytellers in music today. Each song created a new
story and a different mood in the audience. The Big Heat (title track) and
Just Drive, conjured up images of Bogart and Becall and any other B/W
detec~ive film of the 40' sand 50' s. Camouflage, on the other hand, gives
the Vietnam era a legendary/mystical flavor. However, the past is quickly
forgotten as Can't Stop the Show shoves the listener into the gritty and
base reality oi the present.
Ridgway performed his entire album and waited until the second en-
core to play an old Voodoo classic-The Passenger. As for the inevitable
comparison with the old band, I'll just say that Stan seems to have loosen-
ed up a bit. Perhaps free from the compromises one must make when
part of a band, Ridgway is able to be more himself. He doesn't let all this
freedom go to his head however, as he is constantly mocking his own
leadership abilities. Several times he pretended to be conducting the
back-up singers and telling others what to do. They hardly acknowledge
his presence though, especially at the end of the show when they refuse
to stop playing and Stan fires them all on the spot.
But, Ridgway calls them back for the final encore. And, of course, no
one as influenced by country-western as Stan could refuse to do a trib-
ute to the King ..Stan makes no bones about the King's influence on him
as he demonstrated in his last number-Elvis' Skull is Directing Me. Al-
though why he is directed to swing the skull around on a rope suspended
from the rafters is beyond me.
T.A. Taylor
Big Country at The Hollywood Paladium: Aug. 15
Thank God for venues such as the Paladium. The Paladium is the only
appropriate venue for a band such as Big Country where the crowd is too
large for a smaller club and too energetic for a sit down venue such as the
Greek or Universal Amphitheater. Friday night's concert consisted of
an hour and a half of high energy music and crowd participation. The band
kept the crowd involved even though no one could understand a word lead
singer Stuart Adamson was saying due to a heavy Scottish brogue.
However, the audience had no problems singing along in the right places
and knowing exactly what was going on.
The band is touring the U.S. promoting their newest album THE
SEER. The single getting the most airplay right now is LOOK AWAYand
the video can be seen on MTV. The band burst on the U.S. music scene
several years ago in the wake of Irish band U2' s success and was hailed
as a Scottish U2.
BigCountry has a decidedly Scottish flavor with guitar licks that sound
surpisingly like bagpipes, and a lot of the songs have overtones of Scot-
tish myths and legends.
If their show at the Paladium is anything to go by, Big Country's tour
willbe a big success. What is surprising to many Big Country fans is the
fact that they only played one venue and only one night in L.A. Too many
fanswould've been only too happy to see this band another night espe-
ciallysince the show seemed to move too quickly. The encores could
have lasted another hour and no one would have minded. As it was, the
encores were well received as the band performed songs one wouldn't
have thought were in the band's style. They did the old Smokey Robin-
son classic TRACK OF MY TEARS and also the Stone's HONKEY
TONKWOMAN, adding their own particular flavor to each with success-
fulresults.
T.A. Taylor
Gabrial Blows Hom and Hits Number 1
Has Peter Gabriel gone commercial? Has MTV created a video star?
~r has.the listening public become more intelligent? Not only has Gabriel
hit #ll.n album sales in the U.S. with his latest So (ousting his ex-band
GeneSIS, now #2), but his video to the single Sledgehammer also hit #1
for th.e week starting July 18. So is also listed among college and dance
favontes. -
. So i.st~e result of a two year break from recording for Gabriel. Dur-
mg this time he searched Africa and. the other third world countries for
the definitive rhythm. Whether he found it or not is still left to be seen'
however, Gabriel noted that while he was searching man's primitive roots
for a rhythm close to his soul, he found to his chagrin that Africans tend
to find Western music more interesting these days. Fortunately, he
wasn't too frustrated and was able to create the distinctive sounds and
rhythms in So.
Up to now, Gabriel has only enjoyed a cult status with a few hits such
as S~ock the Monkey and Salisbury Hill getting through to the general
pubhc. Sledgehammer from his newest album is a good introduction to
<?abriel for his new fans while his old fans will recognize it as comic re-
hef from the moodier cuts on the album. The other songs on the album
range from th~ very intense-Red Rain (about the death penalty in the
U.S.) to the Simple love ballad-In Your Eyes. -
G~briel got plent~ of volunteers for this album showing how well ap-
preciated he ISby his peers. Among those begging to appear on the al-
bum and ca~set~ewere: Ste~art Copeland (Red Rain and Big Time); Kate
B~sh (Don t Give Up); Laune Anderson (on cassette only-This is The
Picture-a new version of Excellent Birds which appeared on Anderson's
album Mr. Heartbreak); and Jim Kerr (In Your Eyes).
T.A. Taylor
l~A.
RES"fAURANTS
BISTANGO
133. No. La Cienega Blvd., BH,
(213) 652-7788, between Wilshire
and Beverly.
Bistango is a trendy, open-air
restaurant and bar that's full of at-
mosphere. After dining there you
don't remember the food as much
as the atmosphere.
, We walked in on a Saturday eve-
ning around 6:30, without reserva-
tions. No problem, though as the
evening got later, reservations
would be recommended. The first
thing you notice is the restaurant's
lightness. We're talking about a
California "chic-casual": the light
stucco walls, grey-pink placemats,
comfortable beech-wood chairs.
The crowd is young (college stu-
dents to yuppies) and so is the
staff. Everyone's friendly. Good
first impression.
I ordered the fettucine with
asparagus and smoked duck, my
dinner date had the John Dory. With
the exception of warm sourdough
bread, your entree is all you get.
Portions are not enourmous ei-
ther. We each ordered a mixed
green salad at five dollars each. It
was not a five dollar salad. My
fettucine was good, but my friend's
fish tasted too heavy of the mes-
quite charcoal.
The place was okay. Dinner for
two with one drink each came to
about $45.00. You pay for the at-
mosphere. I would recommend the
place for its pasta, chicken salad, or
a selection from its extensive des-
sert menu. Entrees range from
$7.50 (Chinese chicken salad) to
$18.00 (Black Angus N. Y. Steak).
There is an extensive beer and
wine list. Park in the adjacent valet
lot for $1.50 or off-street half a
block away.
TEXMEXCAFE
Where can someone go for really
great Mexican food and the best
margaritas in town? The answer is
Marix Tex Mex Cafe located at
1108 N. Flores St. in West Holly-
wood. Tex Mex offers a tented
outdoor cafe and courteous prompt
service. If you want a light meal,
then try their steaming hot frajitas
(warning: they say its an appetizer,
but its really lunch for two). Also,
don't leave the restaurant without
trying their tasty South of the Bor-
der cocktails. Youwill be pleasantly
surprised by the prices and the
quality of the meal. Give it a try
amigos!
D.T.
NEWMEIJI
If you're in the mood for some
sushi or Japanese cuisine and you
don't want to travel too far from
campus, I recommend the New
Meiji- Take Out, located next to
McDonalds at the corner of Olym-
pic Blvd. and Alvarado, liz-mile
from school. If you are a real sushi
buff like me, then this restaurant is
not bad, but it is fast food. On the
other hand, one has a variety of
different choices to make. If you
don't want or like sushi, then I sug-
gest that you try the spicy chicken,
teriyaki beef and an order of rice. III
Beware, the spicy chicken lives up
to its name! While the prices may
tend to match or exceed the cost of
a meal at the Campus Cuisine, I
think you might enjoy a few
minutes away from the noise and
crowds of the school cafeteria. On
the other hand, if you really don't
like Japanese food, stay tuned be-
cause next month we review a
Mandarin restaurant that is
nearby, inexpensive and out of this
world.
\I
I·
LOYOLA
TURF
CLUB!
THURSDAYS
2:00-5:00 PM
SEE YOU ~
ON THE
GREEN!
~-
'RECORDS
EPs
DIFFERENT LIGHT
Bangles: CBS (1985)
How many people know that the
Bangles have been around longer
than..the now defunct GO-GOs?
That they were previously known
as the Bangs before they were
threatened with a lawsuit by a New
York band with the same name?
And why does it take a song writ-
ten by Prince (Christopher) to
make this band finally get some
recognition? Please, if they had
British accents they'd have had a
major hit years ago.
TRUE CONFESSIONS
Bananarama: Polygram (1986)
I rest my case about British ac-
cents being all a band needs to get
some air play in this country. Buy
this album for Venus and that's
about it. Better yet buy the single.
Even better yet, buy the original
version of Venus!
Trivia Question: 'Who did the
original version of Venus?
LIFES RICH PAGEANT
R.E.M.: IRS (1986)
If you like old REM stuff, you'll
probably like this album, too. Prob-
ably won't love this one. There's
nothing really new here.
DO YOU
HAVE A
FAVORITE
RESTAURANT
MOVIE,
OR BOOK?
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brary Learning Resource Center,
(word processing, etc.) and the
Retrospective Catalog Conversion
to be effected in the library.
A covered, patrolled parking lot
providing three hundred or more
spaces, located near Olympic and
Union is now available to day, male
students. The campus parking ga-
rage is available to all female and
evening students. This change was
necessitated as the law school no
longer has access to the 9th Street
parking lot as the former owner
sold it. A new parking registration
system has been adopted. Stu-
dents will receive a card that will be
activated after payment is received
and deactivated at the end of each
semester until the next payment is
received. This system will help im-
prove security and insure better
control of the garage's use.
The Library Learning Resource
Center located next to the circula-
tion desk in the Rains Library will
be available to all students. The
Center provides ten work stations,
two Lexis and West Law terminals
and a laser jet printer.
During this year, the library will
begin the Retrospective Conver-
sion of the Card Catalog to convert
the entire collection to the Library
of Congress Classification System.
This ultimately will result in the
computerization of the card catalog
and facilitate access to the collec-
tions of other libraries. Negotia-
tions are still ongoing for this proj-
ect and once the project is initiated,
the libary willundergo remodeling
to accommodate the new system.
Total cost of the two library
projects is one milliondollars which
is financed through long term State
of California Education Bonds.
Returning students will also note
that a significant number of office
moves have taken place. Conse-
quently, some administrators, sup-
port staff and faculty members
have relocated.
Check wth receptionist Rhonda
Tartaglio (her new office is located
opposite Student Accounts-sec-
ond floor of the Burns Building) and
she will supply you with any
needed information.
All the improvements and reno-
vations have been scheduled to,
wherever possible, afford the least
inconvenience. Unfortunately, this
was not always possible. Thanks to
everyone as concerted effort is
made to improve the existing facil-
ities.
Dean Robert Cooney
-
S. Coomber (Day SEA Pres), Justice Brennan, and]. Thompson (Eve. SBA Pres)
BETTER
ENGLISH
FOR
l.AW STUDENTS
With interview season right around the comer, now is the time, if you
already haven't, to take care of your writing sample. The best tip is a
rather obvious one, however, if you err, it could be crucial. To put the
matter succinctly, PROOFREAD. Here's some additional ideas to make
sure your proofread effectively:
1. A good rule of thumb: proofread at least three (3) times. Each time
you read through, you will be looking for different aspects of the entire
piece.
2. The first reading checks how well your legal analysis is constructed.
Are you logical? Organized? Assuming more than you should?
3. When you read through the second time, look only at your grammar.
This includes wordiness, awkward constructions, passive voice, com-
plex/imcomplete sentences, etc.
. 4. Finally, read through and check for typos.
Don't forget to proofread (three times) any portion you decide to re-
write. And remember, your name is on that paper; look your best.
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CALIFORNIANS UNIT-ED
TO OPPOSE PROP. 63
Californians United, Committee
Against Proposition 63, has an-
nounced its formation and outlined
a multi-faceted campaign to defeat
the "English Only" initiative which
will appear on the November bal-
lot. The state wide coalition is com-
posed of business, religious, labor,
civilrights, and legal organizations.
According to organizers of Cali-
fornians United, the coalition al-
ready represents the remarkably
diverse population of California.
Present members of the coalition
are representatives of Japanese,
the United States: Where the na-
tion has always welcomed and en-
couraged immigration regardless
of race or creed or language, the
, spirit and practical impact of Propo-
sition 63 discourages the cultural
diversity which comes with im- '
migration ..
.Significant threats to the econ-
omy of California: According to
Californians United, California is a
major beneficiary 'of trade with
Mexico and the entire pacific rim;
organizers of Californians United
charge that by legally discouraging
the use of languages other than I
English, the state will seriously im-
pair its own ability to engage in
trade with other countries.
.Major legal considerations:
Chinese, Philippine, Korean,
Black, and Latino organizations;
also represented are several Jewish
organizations, a teachers group,
and numerous civil rights groups.
Spokespersons for Californians
United outlined the basis for their
opposition to Proposition 63 at
several press conferences held si-
multaneously around the state to-
day. Among the key objections to
the initiative, coalition leaders
cited:
• A fundamental inconsistency
with the history and traditions of
Californians United believe that by
imposing English as the "official"
language in the state" Proposition
63 may severely curtail the ability
of non-English speaking individu-
als to have constitutionally pro-
tected access to social services, le-
gal programs, health care, educa-
tion, and emergency services. In
addition, Californians United be-
lieve that Proposition 63 may be le-
gally inconsistent with both the
California and United States con-
stitutional guarantees of freedom
of speech.
.Potential social damage: or-
ganizers and member organiza-,
tions unanimously agree that
Proposition 63, apart from gener-
ating countless costly and lengthy
lawsuits, will foster bigotry and in-
tolerance: Organizers cite the of-
ten painful racial tension which has
accompanied proposals similar to
Proposition 63 in communities
such as Monterey Park and Fill-,
more.
Organizers indicated that local
coalitions in San Francisco, San
Diego, Los Angeles, and Sacra-
mento have already been formed;
similar local coalitions will be devel-
oped throughout the state. In addi-
tion, organizers indicated plans for
an educational campaign, including
pamphlets, "slate cards," public
speaking, and media appearances.
A.C.L.U.
August 13, 1986
Should the owner(s) of a pet be
afforded a noticed hearing before
the city orders the destruction of
the animal under the Constitutional
doctrine of due process? The an-
swer is in the affirmative according
to the recent California Court of
Appeals case cited, as Phillips v.
, Director of the Department of Ani-
mal Regulation, 86 Daily Journal
D.A.R. 2581 (1986).-
The facts are as follows. The
Phillipsowned a dog named Missy.
After receiving three reports that
the dog had bitten various in-
dividuals, the department of animal
regulation in San Luis Obispo
County ordered Missy confined to
an enclosed kennel. After a fourth
incident involving a child, the
department seized Missy and or-
DOGGIE
DUE PROCESS?
deprivation of a liberty or property
interest under Matthews v. El-
dridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976) stating
that due process applies to the
"taking of non de minimis prop-,
erty." It was the court's opinion
that the owner's interest in their 'Well, as the court so eloquently
pet was not without value in the stated," ... Missy, a female black
emotional sense. The court felt labrador, shall live, and enjoy the
that the strong attachments be- noonday sun." Pet owners take
tween owner and pet was suffi- notice, you may have tights
ciently great to constitute the rela- regarding your pet's life. The Cal-
tionship necessary to consider the ifornia court has deemed the love
issue of due process. The learned of domestic animals as sufficient to
judges pointed out the fact that the afford some' constitutional protec-
Phillips' 'vigorously contested 'the tion in some case's. Doggies of the
seizure ,and destruction order" and world have won a major legal vic-
distinguished the facts from those tory. One can only suppose the
,cases relating to unclaimed next step would be to allow each
animals. Simpson v. City of Los An- ' dog his day in court and an oppor-
" geles, 40 Cal.2d 271 (1953) (con- tunity to be heard!
dered her destroyed thevery next and requested that the court va-
day. Although the department did ' 'cate the destruction order on con-
not believe that the Phillips were stitutional grounds.
entitled to a hearing regarding the The trial court agreed that the
destruction of the animal, a county, ordinance providing for the demise
health officer conducted a of Missy did not expressly require
, 'courtesy hearing" to determine notice and a hearing, but the court
the fate of Missy. The hearing of- found that a hearing could be im-
ficer found the Phillips' dog guilty plied from the ordinance and that
as charged and upheld the order for the requirements of due process
destruction. The Phillips filed a pe- had been satisfied. The appellate
tition for a writ of mandamus claim- court saw things differently and
ing that they were not properly af- reversed the decision of the lower
forded notice and a hearing before court.
ordering Missy's death sentence The court based its decision as a
Right: Justice
Brennan And His
Lovely Wife Mary
Pose for Loyola's
Camera.
stitutionality of vivisection or-
dinance permitting the animal
regulation to donate unclaimed
animals to medical research labora-
tories).
"
Left: Loyola. .
Marymount University's
President Loughran,
Justice Brennan and
Dean Frakt Share
A Moment Together.
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Delta
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ACRJ)SS CLUES
I. AI i a~
3. Poss~ssion guaranteed by 2nd
Arne r. dm~ r, t
10. Strike-br?~Wer
12. Tll~Gr> that require .. defendant to
take plaIntiff as he' finds him
13. Th e ga In .j..r iv e d f r OITo cap ita I ,
labor or both '
14. Court order, e.g.
15. A type of juri~diction
19. Type of examination where leadin'g
que s t i oos are allo<·.•ed
21. Proposed 26th Amendment
22. Money or securi ti" given to insure
appea.ran~e in court
23. A test u;ed In torts to detetlTolne
Ii abi I ity
24. Individual gIven ~uthority to actor speaK for another
25. Letter; de~i9nat;ng a COlTopany
name
26. On one side only
30. C iIfiI o,r'or.g
32. secret
33. Whit DicWe~s c~lled the I~w
34. Unl awful sexual intercourse
35. Thing
36. Chinese laundry case In
ConstitutIonal L~w
38. Ethics exarn
39. R..fute
42. ' Cour t
44. Tort ca:" ..~tabl ishing duty for
psYchi.trists
45. An elem?nt ~f a tort action
DOI,JNCLUES
2. 436 U.S. 84 (1978)
4. Guilty mind
5. Article II, etc.
6. I~ tax, the acquisition price
7. WIth f~e, an est~t. liabl. to be
defeated by ~ future conting"ncy
8. AI I .ged caUSI! of a mass murder
9. A type of corporation
II. A felony
16. Abou t
17. IntermediatelB. Type of legal representation
20. What do escaping covenant. do?
25. Essential element of certain
types of torts or crime.
27. Who w~s att~cked by .cale.?
28. Oral evidence
29. Disp~rate
31. Rel~t;ng to a bank of a rlYer or
stream
37. State in th~ 9th Circuit
40. Controversial justice
41_ The court,sitting in full term
43. Stop temporarily
Answers Will Appear
In .The Next Issue-
More To Come
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DON'T GEl LOST IN THE SHUFFLE
FOLLOW THE- LEADER
Wi.th you every step of the way
$125
DISCOUNT
on our,
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Begins: Monday, September 8, 1986
Ends: Friday, November 14, 1986
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